A method is described for determining the orientation of proton tracks in a photographic emulsion with an accuracy of ± 1°. This technical development increases the range of applica tion of the photographic method to problems in nuclear physics. The method has been applied to an investigation of the scattering of 8*8 and 13*0 MeV neutrons by protons.
. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The two principal objects of the present paper are, first, to give an account of the methods we have developed in the course of the past three or four years to determine accurately the spatial orientation of the track of a charged particle in a photographic emulsion; and, second, to describe the application of these methods to the investiga tion of the scattering of fast neutrons by protons. Preliminary reports on the results have already been published (Powell 1940; Powell, Heitler & Champion 1940) .
Hitherto experiments with the photographic method have been for the most part confined to the measurement of the range of protons and a-particles, and for this purpose the tracks are arranged to be inclined a t only small angles with the plane defined by the surface of the emulsion. The importance of the first of our objectives lies in the fact th a t if the angle of dip of a track into the emulsion can be determined with precision, the analogy of the method with the expansion chamber becomes more complete, and the scope of the method for experiments in nuclear physics is increased. In this paper we show th a t the angle of dip of a particle into the emulsion can be determined with an accuracy of about ±1°.
The importance of the study of neutron-proton scattering a t high energies lies in the fact th a t it is highly desirable, for the development of nuclear physics, to determine the character and the magnitude of the forces between the neutron and the proton a t distances corresponding to the very close approach of the two particles. Such a determination can be most easily made at present by a study of neutronproton scattering at high energies. Various theoretical papers (Massey & Bucking ham 1937; R arita & Schwinger 1941) indicate that, with increasing neutron energy, anomalies in the scattering may be expected to appear rather suddenly in the region of 15MeV.
. P r e v i o u s e x p e r i m e n t s
Experiments on neutron-proton scattering have been made by a number of investigators using the homogeneous group of neutrons which is emitted when deuterium is bombarded by deuterons with an energy of the order of 600 keV. The energy of the neutrons from such a source is of the order of 2-5 MeV. The best experi ments, for example those of Dee & Gilbert (1937) , indicate th at with neutrons of this energy the scattering is isotropic in the centre of mass co-ordinate system of the colliding particles. To avoid circumlocution we refer to this as isotropic scattering.
Since the preliminary report on the present work was published, Tatel (1942) has given an account of experiments on the same subject using a neutron source produced by the boWbardment of beryllium by high-energy deuterons from the cyclotron. As with many of the light elements, beryllium, when bombarded by deuterons with an energy of ~ 8 MeV, emits neutrons with a continuous distri bution in energy. Tatel arranged to observe the recoil protons produced by the neutrons in the high-energy tail of this continuous distribution, detecting them VoL 183. A.
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with an ionization chamber and linear amplifier. He made observations at two angles only, 16 and 45°, to the direction of the primary neutrons, and concluded th at the results were in accord with the assumption th at a t 11 MeV the scattering is isotropic.
Finally, in a recent theoretical paper by Hulthen (1943) on this subject, there is a reference to experiments by Amaldi, Bocciarelli, Feratti & Trabacchi (1942) . Let I(n) and I{\n) be the intensities of the scattered neutrons in the centre of mass system of co-ordinates of the colliding particles at 180 and 90° respectively. Amaldi finds the ratio I(7t)/I(%7t) to be between the values 0-71 and 0*52 for neutrons of average energy between 12-5 and 14-0 MeV. These values are taken from Hulthen's paper, as we have not access to Amaldi's publication.
T h e n e u t r o n s o u r c e
It is evident th at the most desirable source for experiments of this type is one in which the neutrons are homogeneous in energy as is the case with the D + D neutrons at a given angle of emission to the direction of the primary beam. No such source is obtainable, however, a t the present time for the range of energies from 8 to 15 MeV. The best conditions of measurement available in practice are provided by a source emitting a number of homogeneous groups of neutrons. If the difference in energy between the different groups is sufficiently great we can ensure that, over a certain range in the angle of scattering, the proton recoils produced by neutrons in the different groups can be distinguished because of the difference either in their range or in the total ionization which they produce. The distribution in angle of the intensity of the projected protons arising from the different groups can then be determined in this range of angles.
Two neutron sources of this character are well known; those produced by the bombardment of boron or of fluorine by deuterons with an energy of from 500 to 1000 keV, the deuterons being accelerated by d.c. high-tension generators. In the present work we have preferred to use the neutrons from boron because the highenergy neutron groups are more widely separated in energy than is the case with the fluorine target. The boron target emits, amongst others, two groups of fast neutrons of mean energy 8-8 and 13*0 MeV in a direction at right angles to the incident deuterons, the spread in energy in each group being less than 1*5 MeV. For the present work we have used the plates obtained in the experiments previously described (Powell & Fertel 1939; Powell 1943) in which a boron target was bom barded by the 600 keV deuteron beam delivered by the Bristol generator.
Two advantages, for the present experiments, of using a neutron source based on a high-tension generator may be emphasized. First, with proper adjustment of the voltage distribution across the electrodes of the main accelerating tube, and with careful alinement of these electrodes, the deuteron beam can be sharply focused on to the target. In the present experiments the area of the target from which the majority of the neutrons originate is a circular patch with a diameter of about 4 mm. I t is therefore possible to secure conditions of good geometry without long ex posures and the attendant dangers of a general background fog due to the X-rays, y-rays and neutrons coming from various parts of the apparatus.
Secondly, with relatively slow deuteron bombardment, the number of neutrons in the groups of highest energy, corresponding to the formation of the product nuclei in the ground or lower excited states, is of the same order of magnitude as th a t in the slower neutron groups which are present. This has the consequence th a t the long recoil tracks in which we are interested do not have to be distinguished against an excessively large background of unwanted shorter tracks produced by slower neutrons. In contrast with the favourable conditions which are thus provided, plates obtained with a source produced by the bombardment of the light elements by the high-energy deuteron beams delivered by the cyclotron show very few tracks due to neutrons of the highest energy. I t will be shown in a subsequent paper th a t the neutrons from such sources show a continuous distribution in energy with a maximum intensity in the energy region between 3 and 5 MeV and a very rapid fall in going to higher energies. The high-energy neutrons corresponding to the formation of product nuclei in the ground state are very rare. An additional disadvantage of such a source is th at the plates after development show a general background of grains, due to the passage through the plate, during exposure, of slow neutrons and y-rays from the cyclotron tank, and this background contributes to the difficulty of distinguishing the long tracks.
These considerations are presumably of some significance for work with counters, and they are decisive for experiments employing the photographic method. The smaller yield of neutrons from the high-tension generator as compared with the cyclotron is of no consequence, since even with the former the exposure times necessary are very short.
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. D e t e r m in a t io n o f t h e s p a t ia l o r i e n t a t i o n OF A TRACK IN THE EMULSION
The basic problem to be solved in determining the spatial orientation of a track in the emulsion is the measurement of the angle of dip of the track, i.e. the angle the track makes with the plane defined by the surface of the emulsion. Consideration of the restricted depth of focus of high-aperture objectives, 0*3 /i, suggested th at it might be possible to make such determinations by measuring the depth below the surface of the emulsion of different grains in the track. Our microscopes are fitted with graduations on the fine adjustment wheel, but the makers informed us th at this graduation does not provide an accurate method of making depth measurements owing to the design of the mechanical system on which the fine motion is based. Tests of this opinion using the best modern microscopes have confirmed it. We therefore fitted a precision depth gauge in the way illustrated in figure 1 .
The gauge is fixed to the upper arm of the optical bench of the microscope which carries the objective and eyepieces. The pin of the gauge, P in figure 1, bears on a ground surface, S, of hardened steel which is attached to the mechanical stage, which in turn carries the photographic plate. The gauge therefore indicates any relative movement of the focal plane of the objective and the photographic plate. The gauge is graduated in divisions representing 0-0001 in., and it was found possible to set a particular grain in focus with a consistency within 0-4 division, i.e. to within 0-001 mm., or 1 fi,when using the optical equipment pr (Powell 1943) . The actual distance between two grains which appear, when viewed through our microscope, to be separated by the full length of the eyepiece scale, is 0-1 mm. One would therefore expect to be able to determine the angle at which a long track dips with respect to the plane of the emulsion with an accuracy of the order of + 1 . This estimate takes no account of the fact that even the fastest proton tracks suffer small-angle deflexions from their initial direction in passing through the emulsion, so that the actual accuracy achieved will be less than this value.
The second measurement necessary in order to define the direction of the track relative to the emulsion is the angle which the projection of the track on the plane of the plate makes with some standard direction. This is done by setting a line in the eyepiece scale to coincide in succession with the separate grains in the track as the microscope is focused on them in turn. The setting is made by rotating the eyepiece which carries the scale and the fiducial line. This eyepiece is provided with a vernier moving over a graduated scale, and by this means the orientation of the eyepiece can be read to 0*1° and the setting can be made with an accuracy of 0*25°.
For making these measurements with the highest accuracy, it is im portant th a t proper attention should be paid to the adjustments of the substage illumination. I f the illumination is not properly centred, and if it is not adequate for the high aperture of the objective, the full resolving power is not achieved and the accuracy of the individual depth measurements is reduced.
A second point requiring consideration is the fact th a t the field of highly corrected apochromatic objectives is not flat. This has the consequence th a t when using the objectives in conjunction with low-power periplanatic eyepieces, such as those normally employed, the grains in a track running across the centre of the field and precisely parallel to the surface of the emulsion are not all in focus a t the same time.
In determining the angle of dip of a track from measurements on the depth of two chosen grains it must therefore be arranged th a t the two grains are equidistant from the centre of the field. This is a sufficient condition for a reliable observation, since the curvature of the field is axially symmetrical.
In some emulsions, using very small plates with an area of 2-3 cm.*, we have found th a t over some areas of the plate the tracks all show a slow continuous change of direction with depth. This effect only occurs rarely, and we believe it is due to the fact th a t the emulsion before development is under strain introduced during the process of manufacture, as the plate is drying, and to the. release of these strains during development when the plate is wet. I t is therefore desirable to use larger plates and to confine measurements to the central areas. Distortion of the gelatine is then negligible.
. D e t e r m i n a t i o n o f TAe e n e r g y o f t h e p r o j e c t e d PROTONS AND THE ANGLE OF SCATTERING

Let
OP of figure 2 represent a track in the emulsion. OA, which lies in a plane OABC, parallel to the surface of the emulsion, is the direction of the neutron stream through the point O during the exposure. Q is the projection of P on the plane , and R is the projection of Q on the line OA. In measuring a track, the fiducial line carried by the rotating eyepiece is first set so th at as the successive grains in the track are brought into focus they are seen to coincide with the line. In practice the ends of the graduations of the eyepiece scale are used as a fiducial line, and the beginning of the track is set to coincide with the beginning of the scale. The angle through which the eyepiece has been rotated from the standard position in which it is parallel to OA can then be determined from the reading of the vernier. This angle, which we call the angle of inclination, a, is the angle ROQ in figure 2. The difference in depth of the first gr'ain in the track at O and the grain at the point P is determined from the readings of the depth gauge and is the length PQ in figure 2. Let PQ -d and let the length OQ, measured directly by the eyepiece scale, be l. The angle of dip of the track, fi, is then equal to tan-1(d/l).* I t is required to determine the angle ROP which the track makes with the original direction of the neutron stream through 0, together with the length L of the track. If RO P = then Knowing the stopping power of the emulsion and the range-energy relationship, the length L of the track enables one to determine the energy, E, of the proton producing it. The energy, E0, of the neutron giving rise to the given by the equation E0 = Es ec2 6. It is thus p tion of the original neutron beam from observations of all proton tracks and not merely from those projected forward within a small angle of the direction of the beam. The accuracy of the determination of E0 must be expected to decrease rapidly with increasing values of 6 according to the relation 8E0 = 2E0 tan 6 86.
Since it is required to measure the relative probability of scattering in different directions, it is necessary to ensure that all tracks within closely defined limits are measured, and checks against any tendency of an observer to choose tracks with particular characteristics must be applied. For this purpose maps are constructed of those areas of the plate on which measurements are made. In addition to the angle of inclination, these maps show the co-ordinates of the beginning and end of e.ach track as deduced from the readings of the verniers on the and y movements of the mechanical stage. For accurate mapping it is necessary to determine the x and y co-ordinates of a point in the plate with greater precision than is allowed with scales and verniers normally supplied with the mechanical stage, which read to 0-1 mm. The milled knobs controlling the movements of stage were therefore fitted with graduated wheels with suitable vernier scales as shown in figure 1. The maps allow the observer to re-examine a given plate for any tracks th a t he may have over looked and allow one to compare the efficiencies of different observers in this respect. In practice it is found th a t with experienced observers the number of tracks missed is very small, and the differences between the measurements of different observers on the same track are trivial.
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E n e r g y d i s t r i b u t i o n o f t h e n e u t r o n s
An area of 200 mm.2 has been examined by the methods described in the previous paragraph, and 4000 tracks contained in it, which were produced by neutrons with an energy greater than 3-5 MeV, have been mapped. Tracks produced by neutrons of lower energy were ignored. This total area was made up of two nearly equal parts taken from two separate plates which were similarly disposed during exposure with respect to the axis of the primary deuteron beam. The two sets of measurements, A and B, were treated separately in the following way. In set A , the calculations were carried through for all tracks produced by neutrons with an original energy greater than 3*5 MeV. In set B, the calculations were restricted to those tracks which. correspond to an original neutron energy greater than 7 MeV. From the measurements on the tracks from the two sets which have values of 0 less than 10°, % together with the measurements on similar plates taken with the boron target described in the previous paper, it is possible to make an estimate of the homogeneity of the neutrons in the different groups forming the neutron spectrum emitted from the target, and the results are shown in figure 3. I t will be seen from this figure th at the width a t half-maximum of the 13 MeV group, which corresponds to the formation of C12 in the ground state, is 0 3 MeV, a value which is in good agreement with the results obtained in a previous paper (Powell 1943) , where it was shown th at the experimental width a t half-maximum of homogeneous groups of protons was nearly constant over the energy range from 3 to 10 MeV and equal to 0-25 MeV.
In contrast with this result the width of the 8*8 MeV group is 0*8 MeV, a value more than three times as great as that obtained with the protons of nearly the same energy, coming from the reaction B10(d,p)B n (Powell 1943 ). I t is therefore clear that the neutrons in this group are not homogeneous in energy. This spread in energy cannot be due to a short lifetime in the excited state of C12 at 4-6 MeV, since this state is not of sufficient energy to lead to the disintegration of C12 into three aparticles. The most reasonable explanation would therefore seem to be th at the state is a multiplet. The form of the neutron distribution is compatible with the state being a doublet with a separation of about 0-5 MeV. The mean energy of the excited state as deduced from the present experiments, 4*5 MeV, is rather higher than th at obtained by other observers. Thus Cockcroft & Lewis (1936) obtained the value 4*2 MeV from a study of a-particles emitted from the reaction N14 (d, C12, whilst Bonner & Brubaker (1936) give the value 4-4 from an examination of the neutrons from the reaction used in the present work. The Q value obtained in the present work for the production of C12 in the ground state, 13*6, is in good agreement with th at expected from the known masses of the nuclei involved, viz. 13*68. For the purposes of the present experiments it is sufficient to note th a t the width of peaks at half-maximum is less than 0*9 MeV, and the full width less than 1*5 MeV. 7. A c c u r a c y o f t h e a n g u l a r m e a s u r e m e n t s I t has already been seen th a t the estimated errors in the determination of the angle of inclination of a straight track is of the order of 0*25° and in the angle of dip, 1°. I t is shown later th at it is desirable to employ only those tracks which make angles of dip less than 10°. Since the actual angle of scattering, 0, is given by the relation cos 0 = cos a cos/?, it follows th a t for most of the tracks the greater p art of the error in the determination of 0 will come from er so that the errors in the determination of the orientation of a track can be expected to be less than ±1°. Thus cos 6 = cos cos 
Putting then
Et is a satisfactory feature of the method th a t with the restriction \/2\< 10°, the errors in 0 due to errors in (2 are greatest where they are of least consequence. If the above value for 80 is substituted in the relation -2 tan 0 80, then
8EJE0 = 2 (tan tan /? 8/2).
Substituting the maximum errors 8/2 = ±1° and 8a -± 0* the maximum value of 8E0/E0 varies from 0-6 % a t small angles to 1*4 % at 45°, errors much smaller than the spread in a peak due to straggling. Unfortunately, it is not possible to display the full potentialities of the method in the present experi ments on account of the uncertainties in the precise direction of the neutron stream relative to the plates during the exposure, for these uncertainties lead to larger errors in the determination of 0 than those involved in the determination of the precise orientation of a track in the emulsion.
The uncertainty in the direction of the neutron flux arises from two causes. First, the region of the target bombarded by the neutron stream is estimated to have had a diameter of 4 mm. Since the plate was a t a mean distance of 62 mm. from the source there is an uncertainty in the direction of the neutron stream at any point in the plate of + 2°. Secondly, no attem pt was made during the exposure of the plates to define the orientation of the plate with respect to a line drawn from the centre of the plate to the centre of the source. The original exposures were made for the purpose of deducing the energy distribution in the neutrons from the source by the methods described in P art I, and for this purpose an error of 2° in the setting of the plates is of no consequence. We estimate the errors in the measurement of 0 arising from these deficiencies in the experimental arrangement to be ±3°. As a consequence of this source of error in the determination of 0 we have not considered it worth while to make any allowance for the variation in the direction of the incident neutron stream in passing across the plate. The variation of this direction over the measured area is shown in figure 4 , which is constructed on the assumption th at the line joining the centre of the plate to the centre of the source runs parallel to the long edge of the plate. I t remains to show th at the uncertainties in the determination of 0 are of no serious importance for the present experiments. 
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. T e s t s o f t h e a c c u r a c y o f t h e m e a s u r e m e n t s
In order to display the experimental results and to show th a t the accuracy in the determination of 6 is within + 3°, we show, in figure 5 , the range of all measured tracks, of length greater than 12 cm. air equivalent, plotted against the corre sponding angle of scattering, 6.
If there were no straggling of the proton tracks in the emulsion, and if the deter minations of 0 were made with perfect precision, the points representing the results, when plotted in the manner shown in figure 5, would be expected to he on one of four fines, provided the four neutron groups were homogeneous in energy. The fine for each group would be defined, (a) by the fact th a t the energy of a proton, projected a t an angle 0, is related, to the energy, E0, of the neutron producing it by the equation E -E0cos2 6 and, ( b) by the range-energy relation for the emulsion. In figur represents a portion of such a fine. Owing to straggling, and to the inhomogeneity in the different neutron groups, it must be expected th a t in practice the fines will be broadened into bands with a total width corresponding a t an angle 0, to a variation of + 0-5 MeV in the proton energy. In figure 6 , a is a point on A B corresponding to a particular value of 0, and b and c are plotted for proton energies 0-5 above and 0*5 MeV below the value corresponding to the point a. If the errors due to straggling were alone present, then most of the experimental points would be expected to lie in a band between two curves defined as the loci of b and c as moves along A B . A further spread in the experimental observations must be expected as a con sequence of the uncertainty in the determination of 0. To take account of this the points d and e are plotted in figure 6 so that the fines dc and be have lengths corre sponding to 3°. If the errors in the determination of 0 are not greater than ± 3°, then the experimental results, corresponding to any one of the neutron groups, would be expected to lie within a band defined by the locus of d and e as moves along the curve A B .
In figure 5 we include dotted lines giving the extent of the bands corresponding to each neutron group as defined in this way. I t is clear th at the great majority of the points lie within the bands, and that the bands corresponding to the three groups of highest energy do not seriously overlap, in the range from 0 to 45°. There is slight overlapping of the bands due to the 6 and 9 MeV groups between 40 and 45°, but the number of tracks common to both bands is small. I t may therefore be concluded th at in general the tracks which have been produced by neutrons from the 9 and from the 13 MeV groups can be distinguished without ambiguity. The experimental results can also be represented by plotting the distribution of the values of Eq as calculated from tracks for which the value of 0 lies in a given range of angles. Figure 7 shows such distributions in the energy as deduced from the measurements of all tracks in the ranges of angles 0-10°, 10-20°, 20-30°, 30-40° and 40-45°. In this case a steady increase in the errors in the determination of E0 must be expected with increasing values of 6, according to the relation 8Eq = 2E0t&
and the increasing spread in energy distribution corresponding to a given group is in satisfactory agreement with that to be expected. Beyond 45° the overlapping of the bands is too serious to allow precise conclusions to be drawn about the origin of the tracks. I t seems reasonable to assume th at it would be possible to reduce the errors in the values of 6 to ±1°, if proper care were taken to define the position of the plates at a sufficient distance from the neutron source. Figure 8 shows the bands for the three groups of highest energy calculated for an error of + 1° in the value of 6. I t will be seen that the bands for the 9 and 13 MeV groups remain separated up to 60° in this case. Our original plates were exposed in the middle of 1939, and further exposures under more satisfactory geometrical conditions should have been made, but with the outbreak of war the high-tension set was temporarily dismantled. In the original exposures the plates were placed close to the source in order to reduce the ratio of the neutron flux through the plates due to neutrons scattered from the walls, etc., to th at from the source. Later experience has shown that this precaution was unnecessary. I t would be an easy matter to place the plates 20 cm. from the source without seriously increasing the necessary exposure time. With the experimental arrangement described in Part I, this would reduce the uncertainty in the value of 6, due to the finite size of the source, to ± |°.
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F. C. Cham pion an d C. F . P o w ell 9. E s c a p e o f t r a c k s f r o m t h e e m u l s io n a n d c o r r e c t io n s ; f o r l o s s
In analysing the results a complication is introduced by the fact th at the emulsion is of limited thickness, so that some tracks which start in the emulsion appear to end at the surface or at the glass. In general in such cases, the proton producing the track has left the emulsion before coming to rest, and therefore the length of the track does not give a measure of the proton energy. Such tracks are rejected since it is not possible to decide to which group the neutron responsible for the track belongs, and allowance must be made for this loss in calculating the scattered intensity at any angle from the observations. A method of treating this problem has been described by Richards (1941) for the case of an experiment in which the tracks accepted for measurement are those for which the angle of scattering is less than 12°.
Let D be the thickness of the emulsion. Ignore straggling and assume th at a proton of energy E produces a track of length L. Let ft be the angle of d of length L which starts in the surface of the emulsion, and which therefore ends at depth L sin ft, i.e. at a distance D -L sin/? from of all the tracks produced by protons with characteristic E, ft, which start in the emulsion, only those will end in the emulsion and be accepted for measurement which start within a depth Dtracks of this class will pass out of the emulsion into the glass and will be neglected. I t follows that only the fraction / = 1 -L sin ftjD of tracks produced by protons of this class will be measured. This calculation takes no account of the scattering of tracks through small angles, but the effect of scattering is small, since the probability of a proton being scattered so that it remains in the emulsion when, but for scat tering, it would have passed out, is nearly exactly balanced by the reverse effect of particles being scattered out of the emulsion which would have otherwise remained in.
To examine the effects of the escape of protons from the emulsion we now represent the experimental results in a new way. We assemble together the measurements for all tracks which are identified as being produced by one of the two neutron groups of highest energy. As a simple criterion we attribute all tracks for which the cal culated value of Eq lies between 7 and 11 MeV to the 9 MeV group; and between 11 and 15 MeV to the 13 MeV group. We represent the results for all the tracks from one group in a diagram in which we plot for each track the quantity sin ft as ordinate against cos/? sin a as abscissa. In such a diagram reference to figure 2 shows that fines of constant angle of scattering, 6, are circles round the origin, and the figure is essentially a polar diagram representing the distribution in angle of the scattered particles. The results for the 9 MeV group are represented in figure 9 .
If there were no loss of tracks at the surfaces of the emulsion and if there are no polarization effects associated with the neutron stream passing through the plates, one would expect the points representing the observations to be distributed with circular symmetry about the pole of the diagram, within the limits of statistical <9*50°A pplications of photographic method to problems in nuclear physics 79 error. I t will be seen th at in fact there is a marked lack of circular symmetry, the tracks being confined to a region close to the X axis corresponding to the smaller values of /?, an effect clearly due to the escape of tracks with the larger angles of dip.
I t has been shewn th at the fraction, / , of tracks of the class (E, , /?) which remain in the emulsion, is given by f -1 -L sin fijD.
Suppose the neutron group to be homogeneous in energy with the value E0. The energy E of protons projected a t an angle 6 is then equal to E0 cos2 and their range L can be determined. Corresponding to this value of the successive values of /? for which / has the values 0, 0*1, 0*2, 0*3, etc. can be determined from the equation above. Making such calculations for different values of lines of constant / can be con structed, and such fines have been included in figure 9 . One quadrant of the corresponding figure for the 13 0 MeV group is shown in figure 10 . In figure 9 all but 3 % of the points fie within the region defined by the fines/ = 0. Of the twenty tracks which fie outside this region, ten would fall within it if the observed values of /? were changed by 1°. The agreement between the calculations and the observations is therefore very satisfactory in this respect, since the effects of scattering, of straggling, and of any inhomogeneity in the neutron energy in the group have been ignored. Now consider the region of the diagram confined between two lines of constant angle of scattering, 0 and 0 + representing the tracks would be expected to be uniformly scattered over the region, the number in any area 8A being proportional to 8A within the limit error. Owing to 'escape ' the probability will be changed to f8 A , w h ere/is the mean value of / taken over the area A . The actual distributions for intervals in 6 from 10 to 20°, 20 to 30°, etc. have been examined. For each interval, the areas defined between the lines / = 0 to / = 0*2, / = 0*2 to f -0*4, etc. are measured, from a large-scale drawing, by means of a planimeter. Consider a region of the diagram confined between the lines 0 -6X, 02. If, in this region, v is the a small area 8A , then v/8A should be proportional to the mean value of/ for the area chosen whatever its location in the region. There is consistency between the obser vations and the expected distribution to within the limits of the statistical error, and it can therefore be assumed th a t there is no serious loss in the efficiency of the observers in distinguishing tracks in the range in involved in the measurements, i.e. from /? = 0° to /? = 15°.
A similar analysis of the results for the higher angles of scattering shows th a t for angles of dip greater than 30° there is an increasing tendency for the observers to fail to distinguish tracks. In analysing the results to determine the variation in the intensity of scattering with angle only those tracks have been taken for which ft < 10°. The proportion of measured tracks thus rejected is only 10 % because of the small values of / for the larger values of /?, and by imposing this limitation it can be assured th a t no errors due to the failure of the observer to distinguish tracks are introduced into the results.
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The analysis described in the previous paragraph enables one to calculate the fraction, F, of all the tracks starting in a given area of the plate, and produced by a given neutron group, which will be accepted for measurement. Consider the range of angles from dx to 6Z in the appropriate diagram of the type shown in figures 9 and 10, and let the mean number of tracks per unit area of this diagram, which would be observed in the absence of loss, be ve. The total number of tracks in this range in the angle of scattering is then ve 7r(sin2 d2 -sin2 6X). Since these tracks for which | I > 1^° are rejected, the number of tracks actually measured and accepted will equal 4 vdj f d A , where the integration is carried out in one quadrant of the diagram only, from 6 = 0X to 6 = 02 and from range in the angle of scattering, Fe, is then given by
The values of Fe have been calculated for the 9 and 13 MeV groups in the range from 6 -0° to 6 -45° by means of a planimeter and a large-scale drawing as described in the previous paragraph, taking intervals of 0-1 in the value o f/, and of 2-5° in the value of 0. The values of Fe thus obtained are shown for the two neutron groups of highest energy in figure 11. Since the proton and the neutron are of nearly equal mass, a proton projected at an angle 0 in the laboratory co-ordinate system has an angle of projection ^ = in the co-ordinate system of the centre of mass of the colliding particles. If L is the intensity of scattering per unit solid angle in the centre of mass system, then
It follows that if the scattering is isotropic in the centre of mass system, corre sponding to a constant value for 1^ over the whole range of angles, then ndjF0 sin 20 should also be constant, i.e. ng proportional to Fe sin 20. The investigated range from 0 to 45° in the angle of the projected protons corresponds to a range from 0 to 90° in the centre of mass system. The intensity of the projected protons in the centre of mass system at angle < [> is equal to the intensity of the neutrons scattered through n -(j) in this system. Our results therefore give the variation of the scattered in tensity for the neutrons in the backward direction, i.e. from 90 to 180° in the centre of mass system.
R e s u l t s f o r t h e 8*8 MeV g r o u p o f n e u t r o n s
The results obtained for the 8*8 MeV neutron group are represented in figure 12 , in which is plotted the observed numbers of tracks in successive intervals of 1° in the angle of scattering in the range from 0 to 45°. In this figure the full line represents the distribution to be expected if the scattering is isotropic. The form of this line is given by the relation Ie = CFe sin 26, where the constant tribution corresponding to the number of tracks, 881, which fulfil the angular restrictions /? < 10°, 6 < 45°, and which are identified as being produced by the 8* 8 MeV group. I t is a satisfactory feature of the method th a t for this energy isotropic scattering would produce an almost uniform distribution of tracks in the range from 0 to 45° in the angle of scattering. I t will be seen from figure 12 th a t the general trend of the results is in accord with the assumption of isotropic scattering. This result is displayed in compare the expected number of tracks in successive range intervals of 9°, with the number observed. An alternative method of representation is shown in figure 13 , where we plot, for successive intervals of 2° in the angle of scattering, the ratio of the observed number of tracks to that expected. In this diagram isotropic scattering would be represented by the horizontal line corresponding to unity in the ratio of the observed to the calculated intensity. The full line in this figure is the estimated best smooth curve through the experimental points and has a form roughly similar to th a t expected if there were a small p-component in the scattered intensity. The dotted curve b in figure 12 is then drawn to correspond with the full line in figure 13 , and also corre sponds to a total of 881 tracks. An inspection of figure 12 shows th a t there is some indication of a periodic varia tion of high order in the intensity, especially in the angular range from 0 to 30°. We display these fluctuations in figure 14 , where we plot for every integral value of the angle of scattering the number of tracks in angular intervals of 3°. I t will be seen th at there are maxima at 6, 18 and 30°, and minima a t 12 and 24° in this curve. Whilst the existence of variations of this character in the scattered intensity seemed very unlikely, we have calculated the probability th a t the observed departures from the smooth curve shall be as great as those actually found if they are due to statistical fluctuations alone. If m is the expected value for the intensity a t any angle and m + xt he observed value, then the quantity y2 = Z x 2Jm can for the observations. Then the level of significance of the results can be derived from the values of y2, calculated from a normal distribution, given by Fisher & Yates (i 938)-Taking the number of tracks in intervals of 1°, for the range from 1 to 25°, and taking the expected distribution to be th a t corresponding to the full curve in figure 13 , it is found th at % 2 = 29*2. Since the dotted curve corre number of tracks actually observed, the number of independent groups is 24 -1 = 23. The table for x 2 then indicates th a t the probability th a t the errors will be equal to or greater than those actually observed is 7 %. If a similar calculation is made grouping the tracks in successive range angular intervals of 2°, instead of 1°, an almost equal level of significance is found. The level of significance is usually fixed arbitrarily by statisticians a t 5 %, so they would not regard the departure from a smooth distribution as definitely established, but physicists commonly employ a very much less stringent test of significance.
I t is very difficult to account for a variation of the type suggested by these results as a consequence of deficiencies or errors in the apparatus or the method. Any broadening of the source, or any errors in the estimate of its location, would in general lead to a blurring out of the angular resolving power of the method without introd u cing harmonic variations of the type suggested by the results if the scattering is in fact isotropic. I t is also most unlikely th at the fluctuations can have been introduced through an unconscious prejudice on the part of the observers, because these features of the results were only suspected a year after the conclusion of the measurements when we found time from other duties to carry through the neces sary calculations on a large part of the experimental material. Further, checks on the accuracy of the measurements of one observer by another, which are made possible by the maps of the measured areas, have never disclosed any appreciable errors in the measurements or any tendency of an observer to choose tracks with special characteristics. I t therefore seems desirable to continue the measure ments on plates exposed in similar conditions to those already employed in order th at the statistical errors may be further reduced. If the existence of these fluctua tions is then maintained, the experiment should be repeated using a neutron group of similar energy from-a different source such as is provided by the bombardment of fluorine by deuterons. We suggest such an experiment because in general the methods of observation hitherto available determine only the energy and momentum v of the fast neutrons emitted from nuclear reactions.. I t is unnecessary to stress the importance for nuclear theory of the variations suggested by the present experiments should they prove to be real.
R e s u l t s f o r t h e 13 MeV g r o u p
The number of tracks produced by the 13 MeV group, which have been measured, is only 132, so that no detailed study of the distribution of the intensity of the scattered particles with angle is possible. The results are represented in figure 14 where we plot the number of tracks in successive range intervals of 5°. The cal culated distribution to be expected if the scattering is in fact isotropic is shown by the full line in this figure. angle of scattering Figure 15 shows that the present results are in accord with the results of Amaldi and others to which reference has already been made. Thus our value for the ratio of the intensity of the scattered neutrons in the centre of gravity system of the colliding particles I(7t)/I(it/2) is 0-67 + 0*20. This value is based on a com parison of the expected number of protons projected at angles from 0 to 10° and from 35 to 45° with those actually observed, and agrees to within the limits of the statistical error with the values ranging from 0*52 to 0*71 obtained by Amaldi. for neutrons of approximately the same energy. It is clear that for this group of neutrons also it is desirable to extend the observations in order that the statistical error may be further reduced.
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